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bright, was by no means disagreeable. In the midst of the
desolation we passed a very old man resting on the sand by
the side of a scare-crow or dummy1 such as sleeping shepherds
use to keep their flocks from straying. But nowhere in the
neighbourhood could we see any sign of the old man's
flock, though in the distance we saw a haze of dark shapes
which may have been bushes or sheep. The ancient of days
proved to be a man of some note in his now distant prime,
Muhammad ibn Luhaim, renowned among the warlike
Murra for his prowess in battle. Now in his dotage he was of
no more account but to herd sheep for a pittance ; and some
day, perhaps before very long, he would lie down on the
sands to die. Then the desert, which still kept him just-alive,
would cover him with its mantle. We learned from him the
whereabouts of certain Manasir elements, whose Shaikhs
were to join our party if we could find them. They lay, he
said, somewhere amid the sand ridges of Al Khaiyala ; and
thither in search of them we sped Farraj and Ibn Humaiyid
with instructions to rejoin us on the morrow at our evening
camp.
A little further on we entered the dune-tract of Mashura,
which we traversed by a winding and almost continuous
causeway of gravel with the high billows of typical Nafud on
either hand. Long wisps of sand streamed like banners in the
wind from the peaks and crests of the dunes, while the plenti-
ful bushes of the lower levels harboured a considerable colony
of locusts, mostly rose-coloured but with an occasional yellow
individual. It was certainly interesting to find such an
apparently isolated colony, for the whole desert had yielded
but few specimens, and those far between. So far as I could
ascertain they did not appear to be breeding and ' Ali was of
opinion that they would not do so until they had had time to
grow fat on the spring vegetation which would be due a
month or so hence. The Badawin have a whole mass of un-
scientific lore on the subject of locusts, which are reputed to
come into being out of the nostrils of fishes. They call them
Tihami after the coastal plain of the Red Sea whither they
first come from across the water and where, as also inland
1 Called Khaiyul.

